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The juxtaposition of Eissler's and Masson's books points vividly to the strengths and He suggested that the evidence
pointed rather to the conclusion that the This switch marks the beginning of psychoanalysis proper, for from it Freud.

To the contrary, the author seems to be this cumbersome presence within the text, dealing not just with the
matter of history but also with his relation with it and with his construction of the discourse. What truly seems
to be missing in Moses and Monotheism, as many authors after all noticed obsessively, is reality. What,
according to Barthes, is usually a collection and a correlation of signifiers, in Freud is transformed in the
completely artificial creation of the elements to signify. The last phase consists in linking the writer's literary
creation to his own personal life. To the contrary, the richness of his work lays precisely in the extent to which
he facilitates our gaze on history and on how historiography moves along his same trail, but in incognito.
However, more complex variations of psychoanalytic criticism are possible. Moreover, it is worth noting how
part of this material pointed to the same arguments Freud was making. Like all forms of literary criticism,
psychoanalytic criticism can yield useful clues to the sometime baffling symbols, actions, and settings in a
literary work; however, like all forms of literary criticism, it has its limits. The irrational does not inhabit only
the mind of the primitive, of this Other who, despite living in our present, seems to belong to another order of
time. The concepts of psychoanalysis can be deployed with reference to the narrative or poetic structure itself,
without requiring access to the authorial psyche an interpretation motivated by French psychoanalyst Jacques
Lacan 's remark that "the unconscious is structured like a language". Critics may view the fictional characters
as psychological case studies , attempting to identify such Freudian concepts as the Oedipus complex ,
Freudian slips , Id, ego and superego , and so on, and demonstrate how they influence the thoughts and
behaviors of fictional characters. Moses and Monotheism is indeed often defined as redundant, 38 but it is
worth distinguishing two aspects of such a characteristic. Such a division inevitably generates historicist
perspectives, where the absence of something shared between the self and the other, between the present and
the past, undermines any hypothesis of continuity. It is rooted also in a difference of scale: the micro and the
macro of historical investigation are pulled together in an unsettling bond. To see a great work of fiction or a
great poem primarily as a psychological case study is often to miss its wider significance and perhaps even the
essential aesthetic experience it should provide. In other words, the impossibility not to see how Freud writes
his history a priori shall not make us doubting of his method or his results. A basically unconscious sexual
impulse is symbolically fulfilled in a positive and socially gratifying way, a process known as Sublimation.
We are not going to tackle here the main debates displayed upon and through the Moses book, for which we
refer to the many studies already available. It is not by chance if de Certeau chooses exactly this awkward text
to speak of the production of history. The fracture between the two first essays and the last one does not run
only along the many lines that have been so regularly put forward. Or the founding texts of psychoanalysis
may themselves be treated as literature, and re-read for the light cast by their formal qualities on their
theoretical content Freud's texts frequently resemble detective stories , or the archaeological narratives of
which he was so fond. In this sense, Freud is offering us the conditions of the critique punctually moved to
him. A few years later, his friend and colleague Lucien Febvre followed him on the opened path of historical
psychology publishing a book on Martin Luther and his famous work on Rebelais The Problem Of Unbelief In
The Sixteenth Century, in which he explored the very inconceivability of atheism at that time. He makes too
explicit what usually passes unnoticed. One of the main representative figures of this debate is certainly Yosef
Hayim Yerushalmi. Alongside with such a metahistorical â€” maybe theological â€” task, Freud created a set
of tools and perspectives that we still use today. From this point of view, Freud epitomizes precisely the risks
lying behind the idol of origins. Some pieces miss, and the best he can do is to imagine what the contribution
of the image on those pieces to the whole picture could have been. Passing from analyzing the act of uttering
to the very utterance, Barthes tries to decompose it in elementary units. To the contrary, the past is neither on
one nor on the other side of the discourse, it is a referent external to it. Our argument, again, is that Braudel
succeeded in lucidly theorizing what Freud naively showed in Moses and Monotheism, advocating for a
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programmatic change in the very perspective that Freud revealed as aporetic and obsolete. On the one hand,
Freud first articulates the problem of the shift from the psychology of the individual to that of the mass,
framing with precision the existing obstacles; then, he clumsily overcomes the hurdles through dubious,
inconsistent and quite questionable devices. Therefore, despite the abundance and recurrence of the mosaic
theme in biblical literature and its great influence on him , Freud turns much more willingly to ethnography
rather than to theology. Freud, especially considering the third essay, seems to move in a similar direction.
And, in fact, Moses seems everything but real. On this line, one of its major achievement has been the capacity
to consider time and space in unprecedented ways. Indeed, the gist of what the historian does is not about the
gathering of such concrete elements, but exactly about what is done by Freud too, and with a clarity that
disturbs precisely in reason of its artificiality. Through the application of his contrapuntal method, Said
juxtaposes Moses to other voices making the contrast emerge clearly. Yet, it might be useful to decentralize a
gaze often focused on other aspects of this work. In a famous work, Paul Ricoeur tried to look at him under a
new light: along with Marx and Nietzsche, the French philosopher referred to Freud as a master of suspicion.
Shifters are those explicit signs that allow the reader to see how and where the discourse is actually organized.
Roland Barthes â€” The Discourse of History Freud: master of historical suspicion Among the many things
that sanctioned the beginning of the twentieth century we have certainly to include the birth of Psychoanalysis.
If our insights on Freud are right, what is the relation between these two essentially concurrent radical changes
of perspective on historiography? Rollin writes that 'Holland's experiments in reader response theory suggest
that we all read literature selectively, unconsciously projecting our own fantasies into it'.


